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KEY INSIGHTS
■ Finite sponsor budgets can require benefit trade‑offs. As such, defined benefit
(DB) plans are often substitutes for richer defined contribution (DC) plans.
■

■

Glide path suitability assessments should reflect this implicit trade‑off. Modeling it
requires equating a DB plan with a similarly rich DC plan.
Lower‑equity glide paths may be suitable for DC plans paired with DB plans. But
equity levels should remain high enough to reflect the substitution effect.

T

he preceding paper in our Making
the Benefit Connection series
explored how suitable glide paths
might differ between two otherwise
identical DC plans when participants
have varying levels of access to a
sponsor’s DB plan.1 In our simulations,
we found that suitable glide paths for
participants with access to both DB
and DC plans typically had lower equity
levels throughout the entire investment
life cycle because of what we call the
wealth effect—the reality that as retirees
become better funded (wealthier), they
have less need to expose themselves
to riskier, more volatile assets in hopes
of earning higher returns.

The hypothetical DC plan shown in
Figure 1 was assumed to be a safe
harbor design featuring an employer
match of up to 100% of the first 3%
of salary in employee deferrals and
50% of the next 2%. The hypothetical
companion DB plan offered a retirement
benefit equal to 1% of the final five‑year
average salary per year of service.2

Compared with counterparts who only
have access to a sponsor’s DC plan,
participants who also have DB plan
coverage should tend to be more amply
funded for retirement, thanks to the
value of their DB plan benefits. Figure 1

In our simulations, we found that
because participants with access to
the hypothetical DB plan were better
prepared financially for retirement,
their DC target date glide path could
maintain up to 23 percentage points
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Quantifying the Wealth Effect
(Fig. 1) Optimal glide paths for participants with a hypothetical DC plan only vs. those
with both the DC plan and a hypothetical 1% of final average pay DB plan
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Any sponsor will
have a finite budget
for retirement
benefits, which
raises numerous
questions and
implies potential
trade‑offs.

less equity exposure and still give them
a reasonably strong potential of meeting
their retirement spending goals.
While the results in Figure 1 are
interesting on their own, the hypothetical
comparison used in our simulations
admittedly was somewhat unrealistic. It
assumed that the DB plan offering was
strictly supplemental to the sponsor’s
DC plan rather than a substitute for a
more generous DC plan.
However, plan sponsors designing
retirement programs to serve as
recruitment and retention tools ultimately
are constrained in their design choices.
Any sponsor will have a finite budget
for retirement benefits, which raises
numerous questions and implies
potential trade‑offs.
■

■

■

■

How can the benefit budget best
be deployed to align with the
organization’s retirement philosophy?
Does the sponsor want to encourage
employees to retire in their late 50s,
their early/mid‑60s, or later?
Should retirement benefits be tied to
the success of the organization?
How does the sponsor weigh the
relative importance of retirement

outcome predictability versus
cost predictability?
Given these constraints, we believe
that a realistic assessment of glide path
suitability requires that a DB plan should
not be evaluated simply as an additional
benefit paired with an existing DC plan,
but rather should be compared with an
equivalent‑cost DC plan in isolation.
Identifying Equivalent‑Cost DB and
DC Plans
Comparing benefit costs within a single
plan type with the same structure can be
relatively straightforward. For example, we
can definitively say that a defined benefit
plan that provides a retirement benefit
equal to 1% of final five‑year average
salary for each year of service is less
generous than the same plan but with a
1.5% salary multiplier. Similarly, a DC plan
with a 5%‑of‑salary non‑elective employer
contribution is more expensive than a
plan with a 3%‑of‑salary contribution.
However, cost equivalency becomes
slightly more difficult to assess when
comparing different designs within the
same type of plan:
■

A 1% final average pay plan, for example,
is likely to cost more than a 1% career
average pay plan because salaries for
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Percent of salary
in nondiscretionary
employer
contributions to a
corporate DC plan
required to equal the
value of a hypothetical
1% final average
pay DB plan in
our simulations.

(Fig. 2) Hypothetical cumulative benefit costs for 10,000 25‑year‑old employees
through retirement
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■

most employees will tend to increase
throughout their working careers.

retirement ages, termination incidence,
disability incidence, and more.

Similarly, a DC plan that matches
participant contributions dollar for
dollar up to 6% of salary is likely to
cost more than a DC plan that simply
makes a non‑elective contribution
equal to 2% of salary—although that
might not be true if many employees
don’t participate in the plan.

Additionally, funding mechanisms
differ for U.S.‑based DB plans based
on whether the plan is sponsored by a
corporate or a government entity.3 These
funding decisions are an additional
wrinkle that needs to be considered in
any cost comparisons.

Determining cost equivalency across
plan types (in this case, between DB
and DC plans) adds another level of
complexity to the exercise, requiring a
myriad of assumptions—including, but
not limited to, expected investment
returns, interest rates, employee
participation rates, deferral elections,
salary growth rates, actuarial funding
methods, participant mortality, estimated

Different funding methods mean that
sponsor contributions to a DB plan
trust will be made at different points
in the employment cycle, giving those
investments differing amounts of time
to generate the returns needed to
pay future benefits.4 This nuance is
subtle, but it is why there are multiple
“equivalent cost” lines for the hypothetical
DB plans shown in Figure 2, depending
on how the plan sponsor was assumed
to fund those benefits.

See the Appendix for further actuarial details about DB and DC plan modeling and considerations regarding the potential ability of each plan to sustain
a lifetime income for participants.
4
The entry‑age normal funding method more prevalent in public DB plans recognizes costs earlier in the employment cycle compared with the
projected unit credit method more commonly used in corporate plans. This earlier funding allows assets in public plans more time for compound
growth and, other things being equal, ultimately lowers the cost of a hypothetical cost‑equivalent DC plan.
3
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Wealth Effect Explains About Half of Equity Allocation Differences
(Fig. 3) Optimal glide paths for a hypothetical DB plan plus a hypothetical DC plan, and
for hypothetical cost‑equivalent DC plans
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...in our simulations,
the wealth effect
seemed to explain
about half of
the difference in
glide path equity
exposure caused
by the existence of
a DB plan.

Based on insights gleaned from the
aggregate behavior of the 2.2 million
participants in T. Rowe Price’s
recordkeeping database, our simulations
indicated that the cumulative 40‑year
cost of a hypothetical 1% final average
pay DB plan (without service limit)
based on corporate funding rules was
approximately equal to the cost of a
DC plan with a 10.7% salary match/
non‑elective deferral. The 40‑year
cost of an equivalent hypothetical DB
plan based on public funding rules,
meanwhile, was approximately equal
to a DC plan with a 9.4% salary match/
non‑elective deferral.
Glide Path Results
In our next set of simulations, we sought
to control for potential differences in
benefit richness (i.e., for the substitution
effect5) by enhancing our baseline
hypothetical DC plan. The enhanced
plans offered the original matching
formula but also included the additional
nondiscretionary contributions (10.7%
or 9.4%) required to equal the cost of

5

our hypothetical DB plan under both
corporate and public funding rules.
In our simulations, these changes
eliminated about half of the difference
in optimal equity exposure between the
baseline DC‑only glide path and the
DC‑plus‑DB glide path (Figure 3).
Stated differently, the wealth effect
seemed to explain about half of the
difference in glide path equity exposure
caused by the existence of a DB
plan. In fact, a 20% nondiscretionary
contribution was required in our
simulations to generate a hypothetical
DC‑only glide path with equity levels
comparable to our combination of a
baseline/safe harbor DC plan and the
final average pay DB plan.
The other half of the difference in
glide path equity was explained by
the benefit accrual and payment
structures themselves. A DC plan with
nondiscretionary contributions provides
extra savings during working years
and then becomes the primary source

The substitution effect refers to the idea that an employer terminating or freezing a DB plan may compensate for the reduction in total retirement
benefits to affected participants by offering them a richer DC plan. DB plan participants, therefore, are not necessarily inherently wealthier than those
without a DB plan, but rather their retirement preparedness is supported by multiple forms of benefits.
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...DB plan coverage
doesn’t necessarily
make participants
better funded
relative to those
who only have
access to a DC
plan, given that
there is an implicit
trade‑off at play.

of income for most participants after
retirement (even though Social Security
benefits typically replace a higher share
of earnings for lower‑paid employees). A
DB plan provides a relatively stable and
secure source of retirement income that
shields participants from market volatility.
This should tend to reduce their reliance
on their DC plans and other savings.
Under these circumstances, when the DC
plan in our simulations provided benefits
comparable in employer cost to the final
average pay DB plan (in other words,
fully reflecting the substitution effect), the
optimal equity level in the DC‑only glide
path still was higher than in a glide path
designed for participants who also had
access to the company’s DB plan.
By contrast, even when total benefit
costs were comparable, providing part
of that benefit in the form of a DB plan
resulted in lower equity levels in the DC
target date glide path in our simulations,
particularly at the time of retirement. The
DB plan benefit structure helped maintain
wealth stability, which itself has potential
utility value for participants.
Conclusions
In isolation, adding a hypothetical DB
plan to an existing hypothetical DC
plan substantially reduced the optimal
equity allocation in the target date
glide path in our simulations. However,
looking at the DB plan in isolation

overly simplified the trade‑offs that
many plan sponsors actually face.
DB plan closures and freezes are
continuing and not many new plans
are being offered, particularly by larger
employers. Instead, many plan sponsors
are enhancing their DC plans, either by
improving percent‑of‑salary matching rates
or by increasing non‑elective contributions
to offset the end of DB coverage.
To us, these trends indicate that DB
plan coverage doesn’t necessarily make
participants better funded relative to
those who only have access to a DC
plan, given that there is an implicit
trade‑off at play. When we controlled for
overall benefit costs in our simulations,
we found that the impact of the DB plan
on the optimal DC plan glide path still
was to reduce equity exposure, but not
by as much as if we had ignored the
substitution effect entirely.
The substitution effect explains about
half of the difference in glide path equity
allocations in our simulations, with the
remaining half a result of structural
differences in benefit designs between
the DB and DC plans that we analyzed.
We think this finding could be useful
for plan sponsors who want to look
holistically at their retirement benefit
structures and, more importantly,
consider the impact of their DB plan on
their DC plan glide path.
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Appendix
Discussion of DB and DC Cost/Benefit Equivalence

Lifetime Income Efficiency

Comparing benefit levels between DB and DC plans is a
very nuanced analysis that requires significant actuarial
assumptions. Even if these assumptions were fully realized
and knowable (they are not), there are design elements
embedded in different retirement plan structures that make
apples‑to‑apples comparisons between two plan designs
very challenging. While T. Rowe Price does not specialize in
retirement plan design consulting, there are several broader
thematic areas where we believe our insights into retirement
income and glide path suitability might usefully be applied:

A DB plan sponsor pools mortality risk across participants and
provides lifetime income from the plan. DC plan participants
who want to annuitize their account balances, on the other
hand, must solicit pricing quotes from insurance companies
that offer annuities. These prices typically would include pricing
provisions designed to discourage adverse selection and
provide a profit for the insurance company.

■

asset allocation,

■

behavioral alpha,

■

lifetime income efficiency,

■

benefit equivalency,

■

expenses,

■

risk of over‑ or underfunding.

Asset Allocation
An individual participant in a DC plan is investing for a
fixed time horizon (their life expectancy), whereas sponsors
of open DB plans can allocate investment risk with a
going‑concern mindset. Target date strategies ordinarily
de‑risk as participants get closer to retirement and then
through retirement. DB plans potentially can maintain a
higher risk budget for longer, possibly allowing the sponsor to
“earn” more of the cost of the benefits they offer, rather than
having to fund them through plan contributions. However,
this potential relative advantage is not as large as it once
might have been, given that many DC glide paths now start at
higher equity allocations than is typically observed in public
and corporate DB plan portfolios.
In addition, many corporate DB plan sponsors have chosen
to de‑risk their allocations since the passage of the Pension
Protection Act of 2006 to better align the marked‑to‑market
volatility of their plans’ assets and liabilities. In our view, this
liability‑driven investing approach is reasonable from a risk
management standpoint but potentially limits market upside for
these portfolios relative to ones with higher equity allocations.
Behavioral Alpha
DC plan participants—particularly those not invested in target
date vehicles—may buy or sell risk assets at inopportune times.
While some of these behavioral biases may also affect the
decisions of DB plan investment committees, the governance
structure of many DB plans potentially encourages more
informed rebalancing and reallocation decisions, in our view.

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) publishes the interest rates
and mortality tables that qualified corporate DB plans use
for actuarial equivalence. These assumptions may be more
favorable for DB participants relative to DC participants who
are seeking annuitization of their DC plan assets on their own.
This difference in actuarial equivalence methodologies means
that a dollar of retirement income potentially may be delivered
more cost effectively by a DB plan sponsor compared with the
annuity market.
Benefit Equivalency
Throughout our analysis, we have focused on comparing DB
and DC plans of similar cost to the sponsor, based on the
funding rules and methodologies prevalent among sponsors
today. One alternative approach to assessing the substitution
effect would be to compare plans that have similar benefit
value equivalency instead of cost equivalency.
In our simulations, for example, a hypothetical DC plan
with a nondiscretionary contribution rate equal to 7.4% of
salary would, on average, provide the same present value of
accrued benefits at retirement as the hypothetical 1% final
five‑year average pay DB plan used throughout this paper.
However, that figure is highly sensitive to the pattern and level
of investment returns and interest rates. Figure A1 shows the
range of equivalent nondiscretionary contributions required in
our simulations to replicate the benefit value provided by the
hypothetical final average pay DB plan.
Expenses
Collective trusts allow DC plan sponsors to enjoy some of
the same economies of scale for investment fees that are
available for the separately managed accounts more typically
utilized by larger DB plans, potentially helping to keep DC
costs reasonable for participants.
Both plan types have similar administrative expenses (legal,
recordkeeping, regulatory filings, participant communications,
etc.), although as premiums charged by the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation continue to rise for DB plans, DC plans
may acquire a cost advantage in this area.
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Cost Equivalence Is Sensitive to Return and Interest Rate Assumptions
(Fig. A1) Range of nondiscretionary percent‑of‑salary contributions to a hypothetical DC plan necessary to provide value
equivalent to a hypothetical DB plan benefit
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For illustrative purposes only. Not representative of an actual investment or T. Rowe Price product. This analysis contains information derived from a Monte Carlo
simulation. See Appendix and Additional Disclosures for important information.
Source: T. Rowe Price.

Similarly, actuarial costs are incurred by DB plan sponsors
but not by their DC counterparts. However, the added
administrative costs borne by DB plans typically are roughly
offset by potentially higher DC plan investment fees, resulting
in a wash from a cost/benefit perspective.
Over‑ or Underfunding
In our simulations, funding requirements for DB plans
experienced much more year‑to‑year variability than those for
DC plans. We believe this tendency helps explain the real‑world
decline we’ve seen in sponsors offering DB plans.
Average investment returns—and, equally important, the
volatility of those returns—are some of the most challenging
assumptions to forecast, but also have material impact on
cost‑equivalence estimation. Equity markets historically
have been highly volatile, and in our simulations we have
modeled funding policies that are consistent with both the IRS
funding regulations for corporate DB plans and the annual
contributions called for in Governmental Accounting Standards
Board Statement No. 68 for public DB plans.
As shown in Figure A2, targeting a funding level of exactly
100% is quite challenging in the DB plan space, where
underfunding during poor market years combined with the
inability to recuperate past contributions during strong market
years potentially creates a wide distribution of funded status
outcomes at any forecast point.
In our simulations, a non‑negligible percentage of the
outcomes resulted in overfunding of the hypothetical DB plan
because we assumed that sponsors contributed additional

funds during market drawdowns but didn’t have easy access to
excess funds following periods of market strength.
DB plans also are potentially at risk for underfunding, particularly
in the public plan space, where actuarially determined
contribution amounts are not typically legislatively required.
While this consideration does not necessarily impact glide
path suitability or participant planning, it does make the “cost
equivalence” comparison more difficult because, unlike
DC plans, DB plans have some wiggle room surrounding
contribution amounts and timing.
Key Modeling Plan Design Parameters
Hypothetical DB Plan: A final average pay plan that paid a
single life annuity with the following benefit formula: normal
retirement benefit at normal retirement date = 1% x the average
of the final five years of pay x years of service.
For the purposes of this paper, we did not assume any
subsidized early retirement benefits or cost of living
adjustments. We plan to address these topics in future
installments of the Making the Benefit Connection series.
Hypothetical DC Plans: Our starting assumption was a safe
harbor plan design with the employer matching up to 100% of
the first 3% of employee deferrals and 50% of the next 2%. We
assumed all contributions were pretax and that contributions
increased over time according to our proprietary deferral rate
growth model. For our hypothetical public and corporate
cost‑equivalent DC plans, we modeled nondiscetionary employer
contributions of 9.4% and 10.7% of salary, respectively.
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Targeting a Steady 100% Funding Status for DB Plans Is Difficult
(Fig. A2) Range of funded status at retirement for 10,000 simulated hypothetical DB paths under public and corporate funding rules
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Key Assumptions About the Demographic Analysis: We
assumed that participant income grew using a proprietary
salary growth model calibrated on the T. Rowe Price
recordkeeping platform. Participants were assumed to retire
at age 65 and begin withdrawing income to support a steady,
inflation‑adjusted level of spending over retirement.
The projections or other information generated regarding the
likelihood of certain outcomes are not guarantees of future
results. This analysis is based on assumptions, and there can
be no assurance that the projected results will be achieved
or sustained. Actual results will vary, and such results may be
better or worse than the assumed scenarios.
Entry‑Age Normal Funding Method
More typically used by public pension plans, this funding
method attempts to fund defined benefits as an equal
portion of payroll across the participant’s expected future
working lifetime. Any funding shortfall caused by investment
underperformance relative to the discount rate is amortized
over the remaining expected future working lifetime of
the participant.

Projected Unit Credit Funding Method
Used for funding and accounting disclosures by most corporate
pension plans, the projected unit credit funding method
generally requires lower contributions earlier in a participant’s
employment cycle compared with the entry‑age normal
funding method. The current liability represents the ratio of
current service to expected service multiplied by the present
value of future expected benefits, reflecting discounting and
decrementing. Any funding shortfall caused by investment
underperformance relative to the discount rate is amortized over
seven years to align with current IRS funding regulations.
Defined Benefit Assumptions
For the purposes of this paper, we assumed that the sponsor
contributed the minimum of the normal cost plus an amortization
of the underfunded balance, or zero if the plan was overfunded
at the end of the prior year. We assumed a static asset allocation
of 60% equity and 40% fixed income for this exercise, which
produced an expected return slightly higher than the average 5%
discount rate assumption used throughout our analysis. For this
reason, the cost of the hypothetical DB plan was less than the
present value of the benefits promised within the plan.
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Additional Disclosure
T. Rowe Price Monte Carlo Simulation
Additional Disclosure Monte Carlo simulations model future uncertainty. In contrast to tools generating average outcomes, Monte Carlo analyses
produce outcome ranges based on probability thus incorporating future uncertainty.
Material Assumptions include:
■

Underlying economic and behavioral inputs, including savings rates and cash flows, are generated from a structural model built up from factors relating to
both financial markets and the broad economy as well as data calibrated based on T. Rowe Price’s recordkeeping platform’s participant population.

■

The mortality weighting is sourced from the Society of Actuaries. Retirement age is assumed to be 65 years old.

Material Limitations include:
■

The analysis relies on assumptions, combined with a return model that generates a wide range of possible return scenarios from these assumptions. Despite
our best efforts, there is no certainty that the assumptions and the model will accurately predict asset class return ranges going forward. As a consequence,
the results of the analysis should be viewed as approximations, and users should allow a margin for error and not place too much reliance on the apparent
precision of the results.

■

Users should also keep in mind that seemingly small changes in input parameters, including the initial values for the underlying factors, may have a
significant impact on results, and this (as well as mere passage of time) may lead to considerable variation in results for repeat users.

■

Extreme market movements may occur more often than in the model.

■

Market crises can cause asset classes to perform similarly, lowering the accuracy of our projected return assumptions, and diminishing the benefits of
diversification (that is, of using many different asset classes) in ways not captured by the analysis. As a result, returns actually experienced by the investor may be
more volatile than projected in our analysis.

■

Asset class dynamics, including but not limited to risk, return and the duration of “bull” and “bear” markets, can differ than those in the modeled scenarios.

■

The analysis does not use all asset classes. Other asset classes may be similar or superior to those used.

■

Fees and transaction costs are not taken into account.

■

The analysis models asset classes, not investment products. As a result, the actual experience of an investor in a given investment product may differ from the
range of projections generated by the simulation, even if the broad asset allocation of the investment product is similar to the one being modeled. Possible reasons
for divergence include, but are not limited to, active management by the manager of the investment product. Active management for any particular investment
product—the selection of a portfolio of individual securities that differs from the broad asset classes modeled in this analysis—can lead to the investment product
having higher or lower returns than the range of projections in this analysis.

Modeling Assumptions
■

The primary asset classes used for this analysis are stocks and bonds. An effectively diversified portfolio theoretically involves all investable asset classes including
stocks, bonds, real estate, foreign investments, commodities, precious metals, currencies, and others. Since it is unlikely that investors will own all of these assets,
we selected the ones we believed to be the most appropriate for long term investors.

■

The analysis includes 10,000 scenarios. Withdrawals are made annually at the beginning of each year.

■

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by T. Rowe Price regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in
nature, do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future results. The simulations are based on assumptions. There can be no assurance
that the projected or simulated results will be achieved or sustained. The charts present only a range of possible outcomes. Actual results will vary with each use
and over time, and such results may be better or worse than the simulated scenarios. Clients should be aware that the potential for loss (or gain) may be greater
than demonstrated in the simulations.

■

The results are not predictions, but they should be viewed as reasonable estimates.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term.
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